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TheHomologyof the LittleDisksOperad DevSinha

Goal To understand confnIR specifically its and H

Confn IR Cai ne an I die R di di

a

Nff f
Abiased answer

BraidGroup Cohomology

Homological Representation Stability
Hr ConfnRd

Today we'll focus on concrete
combinatorial descriptions of Hx and H

H Confn IR andTrees

H Confer 1221 m 1 dimstructure
view loops as particledances

Eg i in

view this as a map
5 Confn122

so get inducedmap
H 1 Hi conf1122

We can use this strategy to studyhigher degree Hie



HzConfnR2 2 dim structure

We can constructmaps
s S Confu122

And look at the imagesof inducedmap
12S S HzConfnR2

Iiii I in

i4

HzConfn1122

s xs xs confulk

in

Iii i

so we're constructinghomologyclasses via orbiting planetsystems
Wecan representthese orbitingsystems usingtrees

Iiii it it
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internalvertices internalvertices IT1 givesthehomologydegree
root vertex

41 leaves us leavesgives the no ofparticles

So given a labelled forest we have an associated homologyclass

Note We have so far only
describedsome homologygp

elements

We can get others by foreg taking
linear combinations ofthem

Turns out the above described classes generate all thehomology

But they havesome
relations between them i e they are not a

basis

Eg
j j i

cohomology Graphs

How do we start thinking about H
Just for the purposesof this talk Hk X I HomHu X 21
In general we alwayshave a natural surjection Hk

HomHe 2
which is an iso if for eg all Hu's are torsionfree



so for eg H S't E Hom H 51 2 I 2

To study H confirm we'll constructmaps

ConfulR S

to get induced
H Sy H ConfnR2

Wen's fitted c ding

Analogous cohomology class in H confute

Y

αijEH Confn1122

α gg the
motion of i wit j

Y j 0

Rigorously we have a map

GijConfn1122 S

minimal 471

1 i i
Represent α by a directed graph

we've described some elementsof H confn112
turns out they also generate H
we understand their action on Hi as He 2



What about higher HK

Using the cohomology up product we can get some

higher degree cohomology classes

We'll represent these as graphs too

Eg 212413 H l

2342122

Implicit in these graphs is an ordering o of the edges
to record the order of multiplatof the αij's

Note edges ECG I degreeof cohomology IECG I

But how can we understand thesegraphs as Hom Hr 2

9FIwetitae a way of associating cohomology
classes to directed labelled graphs with an ordering on edges

To understand how they act on Hr we need to
unpack how the cup product works

But it turns out there is a combinatorial rule that

captures this

This should for eg giveus 4,12 I I

4 12 0



Here'show wedefinethegeneralpairing G T

If there's an edge i j in a sit there is no

path bw i j in T then CG TS

Eg 3.2 0

Otherwise define

Past edgesof G internal vertices of T

i is lowestvertexof pathfrom i to j

if

49 T 0 if Ba t not a bijection
l 0 w

defends

on and



Aside NotfortheTalk Why the rule works

Ef Liza f
Recall ix

2 is obtained from the image of themap

F x

s

Give a Δ complexstructure to S'xs
u

Then 12223 21243 F v unz F VoViva

7.3723
FEU.ua 212F v.v

0

On the otherhand for 4243 the analogouscomputation

yields

42223 21243 F v unz F vov.ve

57 ftp.dnlfa.ve
1

where

i
i

is.is v



In general we can give a Δ complex structure by partitioning
o 13k into k k simplices of the form vov Up where

each vivit is an edge of 10,13k

Thus for at Hk he Hee wch is a sum of terms of the
form dioi Evo v Li ie CU V2 die in Vu Vu

The
image of each edge vj Vit is a single S orbit

in the homology class Note that orbits correspond to internal
vertices of the associated tree
Thus a given term is Il iff vjujt maps to an orbit
s t particles is and ijt are on different components of
that orbit
This can happen iff the pairs ij jti which correspond
to the edges of the graph G can be put in
bijection with the orbits corresponding to internal vertices

of T s t each pair ij ijn is on different components
of the associated orbit This is exactly what the
combinatorial rule said

All other terms will be forced to be 0 and thus
w h O iff a bijection of the above form exists


